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Pathfinder Graduation 

The graduates from left to right top row: 
Shawn Maldonado, Aaron Baker, Derrick Dryden, Jarrod Dumas, Scott Jueden, Jeff 

Livick, Derek Hunter, James Bigelow, and Gary Willmschen 

 

Bottom Row: 
Andres Mata, Giovanni Diaz-Rodriguez, Darin Aguilar, Ms. Nelson (Facilitator),  Jeff 

Eppink, and Nick Coleman-Pinning 

 

Graduates unable to attend due to being on the Fire Crew: 

Dominic Chen and Justin Roth 
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Caseload Reset  
Correctional Counselors’ caseloads have been rearranged in order to better serve those most in 

need. These changes are necessary if the Oregon Department of Corrections (DOC) is to pro-

vide quality case management services to the adults in custody (AIC) most likely to reoffend as 

determined by their Automated Criminal Risk Score (ACRS). 

ACRS is a statistical calculation developed by the DOC Research Unit to predict your risk of 

reoffending within three years of release. Your score is automatically calculated at Coffee Creek 

Intake Center (CCIC) and is based upon the following: age, earned time, revocations, sentence 

length, custody number, thefts committed, prior incarcerations, and person to person crimes. The 

score is recalculated whenever any of these items change. Another way to understand ACRS is to 

look at it from a percentage standpoint. The scores range from .01 to .99. If your ACRS is .15, 

then you have an estimated 15% chance of reoffending within three years of your release. 

If DOC had the resources it needed, Institution Counselors would provide cognitive interventions 

through case management to all AICs who need it. Because DOC does not have the capacity to 

provide case management services to everyone, Counselors’ caseloads have been adjusted to pro-
vide cognitive interventions to AICs most likely to reoffend.   

To make caseload sizes more manageable, DOC had to significantly adjust the ACRS cutoff score. 

Due to resource discrepancy across the institutions, the cutoff scores won’t be consistent and are 

as follows: 

SRCI, OSP, TRCI, EOCI 

.01 - .24 ACRS = Low Supervision 

.25 - ACRS and higher = High/Medium Supervision 

 
OSCI 

.01 - .34 = Low Supervision 

.35 ACRS and higher = High/Medium Supervision 

 
CRCI, DRCI, PRCF, SCCI, SCI, SRCI Minimum, TRCI Minimum  

.01 - .34 = Low Supervision 

.35 ACRS and higher = High/Medium Supervision 

 
WCCF 

.01 - .39 = Low Supervision 

MCCF, SFFC 

.01 - .49 = Low Supervision 

.50 ACRS and higher = High/Medium Supervision  

 
CCCF, CCCM 

.01 - .19 = Low Supervision 

.20 ACRS and higher = High/Medium Supervision  
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Low Supervision: 

If you are placed on a Low Supervision caseload (as determined by your institution), you will not 

meet with your Institution Counselor on a regular basis and will only be seen for emergencies or unu-

sual circumstances. Any reporting will be through written communication. If you need an in-person 

meeting, you will need to provide specific details in your request.  

 
Although you will not have regular contact with your Institution Counselor, your eligibility to attend 

programming offered by Pathfinders (group cognitive classes and parenting classes) and participate in 

our alcohol and drug treatment programs will not be impacted. Eligibility and placement into these 

programs remain the same.  

 
High/Medium Supervision  

If you are placed on a High/Medium Supervision caseload (as determined by your institution), you will 

meet with your Institution Counselor on a regular basis, working on your customized Behavior 

Change Plan and receive cognitive interventions from your counselor.  

 
Each time you are transferred from one institution to another, you will receive an Intake Information 

Sheet and Contact/Resource List that provides information specific to that facility. You will also have 

the opportunity to ask questions at your institution’s Admission and Orientation program for new 

arrivals to help you manage your affairs during your incarceration. 

 
These changes will be implemented June 1, 2019, for male institutions and July 1, 2019, for women at 

CCCF.  

 
Thank you, 

 

CCM Central Office 

Incentive Dorm Update 
 

Based on recent input and review of incentives offered for A Dorm housing, the following change is effective immediately: 

 

 AICs assigned to A Dorm may wear their issued sweats within the dorm compound in housing and recreation areas.  

 This means that sweats may now be worn in the same locations as where shorts are already allowed to be worn.  

 This does not change any standards currently in place relating to work and programming assignment dress requirements. 

 This update will be made to the Dress and Appearance section of the handbook.  

 
Additional incentive enhancements are still being developed and will be announced when finalized.  As we continue to expand on the 

incentives for A Dorm, please remember that behavior which does not meet the higher standards of housing in A Dorm can result 

in your removal from A Dorm. 

 

 

Julie Martin 
Correctional Rehabilitation Manager 



Incentive Level Overrides 
 
SCCI offers incentive level overrides to inmates who have demonstrated that they can 
maintain clear conduct while at Level 2 at this institution. 
 
The following is information about when inmates are eligible for override consideration.   
 
Incentive Level Override Minimum Standards: 
 At Level 2 for at least 3 months. 
 Housed at SCCI for a minimum of 3 months 
 No Conduct Orders in the last 3 months 
 No Misconduct Reports in the last 6 months 
 No Program Failures in the last 3 months 
 
If you meet all of these requirements, you may request an override by sending an inmate 
communication form to Ms. Paluch in Administration.  Once the request for override is re-
ceived, your history will be reviewed, and a determination will be made on your override 
status. 
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Counselor Open Call Outs Tuesday 
Open call out is every Tuesday from 1pm to 3pm for Counselors.  Please wait to 

see the counselors after your unit has been called to canteen and you have picked 

up your canteen and returned it to your locker.  If you are not getting canteen for 

the day you are welcome to come at any time.  If you are waiting in line to see a 

Counselor and you leave that line to go to Canteen you will receive a Conduct 

Order for Unauthorized Area.   

From the Administrative Rules Program:  

 

Below is the list of status changes made to DOC administrative rules.  

 

PROPOSED RULES:  

 

291-006 Discrimination Complaint Review System (Inmate)  

 Amends the program rules to clarify processes, timelines, and expectations.  

Last day to provide comments: 09/08/19 

 

 
291-109 Grievance Review System (Inmate) 

 Amends the program rules to clarify processes, timelines, and expectations.  

Last day to provide comments: 09/08/19 

 

 

 

DOC rules are available for review and copies in the inmate law library. 
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From the Administrative Rules Program:  

 

Below is the list of status changes made to DOC administrative rules since 5/14/19. 

 

PERMANENT RULES: 

 

291-058 Structured, Intermediate Sanctions  

 Amends rules to implement changes made in 2017 legislation related to the supervision of drug-

related misdemeanors. Rule changes will now include application to drug related misdemeanors 

as defined in ORS 423.478 for crimes committed on or after August 15, 2017. 

Effective: 6/19/19 

 

291-077 Performance Recognition and Award System (PRAS)  

 Amends the rules to remove the 120 day waiting period. 

Effective: 6/24/19 

 

291-127 Visiting  

 Amends the rules to update language to provide clearer instructions related to the visiting pro-
cess to assist adults in custody, prospective visitors, and staff. 

Effective: 7/01/19 

 

291-149 Work Release Programs  

 Amend the rules to standardize terminology and to provide clarification to the processes related 

to work release programs. 

 Effective: 6/17/19 

 
291-158 Trust Accounts 

 Amends the rules to implement SB 844 (2017) which authorizes DOC to collect a portion of 

adult in custody trust account deposits for the purposes of creating transitional fund accounts, 

and to pay court ordered financial obligations the adult in custody may owe. 

Effective: 6/19/19 

 

 

DOC rules are available for review and copies in the inmate law library. 
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Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA Information) 
 

The Oregon Department of Corrections (ODOC) has a zero tolerance policy for sexual abuse, sexual har-

assment and for retaliation for reporting an incident.  You may report in person to any staff, through an 

inmate communication, through the grievance system, by calling the PREA hotline by dialing 9 from any in-

mate phone.   

 

Filing an Anonymous PREA Report 
 

If you are uneasy about filing a PREA allegation, you may file an anonymous report with an outside agency.    

 

You may write to: 

 

Governor’s Office of Constituent Services 

900 Court Street NE, Suite 160 

Salem, Oregon 97301 

 
Please indicate in the beginning of your letter you are filing a PREA allegation and you are requesting to re-

main anonymous.  The Governor’s Office will refer all anonymous allegations to the DOC PREA Coordina-

tor to assure an investigation is completed based off the information that is provided.   

   

Community-Based PREA Advocacy (Support) Program 
 
ODOC has partnered with community based, confidential advocates of sexual abuse victims to provide ser-

vices to inmates.   

 
Inmates at ODOC who have experienced sexual abuse may reach a community-based advocate by dialing 

711 inmate telephone systems, or may request a private call through the PREA Compliance Manager at the 

facility.    Advocates provide victims of sexual abuse information about their options, resources, infor-

mation and emotional support. There is no charge for calls to advocates. 

 

Role of an Advocate:   

Provide confidential support and crisis intervention 

Inform you about the investigation and medical examination process 

Educate you about healing from sexual abuse 

Offer resources and referrals 

 

Advocates will: 

Not tell you what to do 

Not communicate with the institution unless you request them to do so and sign a release 

Not provide legal advice 
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DOC is committed to providing inmates with avenues to seek assistance. Below are additional resources: 

 
Just Detention International Headquarters 

3325 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 340 

Los Angeles, CA  90010 

 
The community-based advocacy crisis line is for individuals needing assistance coping with sexual abuse related 
issues and should not be used for other purposes. 

 
Telephone calls and mail with community-based advocacy centers is considered privileged communication and 
will be handled similar to legal calls/official mail. 

 
If you have any other questions regarding PREA, you may ask any staff member, write the PREA Compliance 

Manager at your institution, or you may write: 

 

E. Sage, PREA Coordinator 

Oregon Department of Corrections 

2575 Center St.NE  

Salem, Oregon 97301 

FOR YOUR COLORING PLEASURE 
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Complete the grid so every row, column, and box contains every digit from 1 to 9 with no repeats in a row, column, or box 
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To: Ms. Paluch   From:          
 

     SID:     Dorm/Bunk:    

This Month’s Contest:   Write in the correct answer below.  Answer at least 16 correctly to be put in a drawing 

for a chance to win a candy bar.  Answer at least 22 for a second chance to win.  Correctly answer all 28 for a third 

chance to win.  Entries must be received by Wednesday,  August 14th.  A total of 3 candy bars will be given away.  You 

can use these pages to submit your answers.  One entry per person and only one answer for each puzzle.   

1. Name three of the actors, who have ever played "007" James Bond. (You will get a point for each 

correct answer) 

 
2. Name the murderous doll possessed by a serial killer in a horror film series who goes on a mur-

derous rampage?  

 

3. What is Captain Jack Sparrow's key catch-phrase in all the Pirates of the Caribbean films? 

 
4. Which is the first Walt Disney animated classic, the first animated full-color movie to be pro-

duced?  

 

5. Which is the first movie in the James Bond film franchise?  

 
6. What are the seven deadly sins that John Doe emphasizes by killing people and leaving cryptic 

clues in 1995's film Se7en? (You will get a point for each correct answer) 

 
7. Name the voices of the Furious Five kung fu masters from the Kung Fu Panda 2 movie.  (You will    

get a point for each correct answer) 

 

8. Which horror movie protagonist's look is based on a painting "Scream" by Edvard Munch?  

 
9.    In the Harry Potter film franchise, what does the Hogwarts motto "Draco dormiens nunquam 

titillandus" mean?  

 
10. What is the real name of the creature Gollum from the Lord of the Rings movie trilogy, which is 

revealed by Frodo in the Two Towers movie?  

 
11. Which Coen Brothers cult classic film, features the principal character hanging out at a bowling 

alley all the time but the character never actually bowls?  

 
12. Two Martin Scorsese directed films, both starring Robert De Niro and deal with the world of 

crime, have a noted very high rate of using the F-word. Which movies are these? (You will get a 

point for each correct answer) 

 
13. "The Jackal" (1997), starring Bruce Willis and Richard Gere, involved a mystery assassin called The 

Jackal. Which actor played him, Gere or Willis?  

 
14. This 2004 tearjerker was about a couple, Noah and Allie, who met, fell in love, were separated, 

and met again years later. Their past story was being told by an older man to his friend, a lady 

who only periodically remembered the love that they shared. What movie was this?  

 
15.  Marty McFly has a lot to worry about in this teen flick. His family is a collection of basket cases 

and his wheels for the big camping date with his girlfriend have been wrecked. In addition, his best 

friend is a wigged-out Albert Einstein-wannabe. Which movie is being described here?  


